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SUMMARY

The effects of applying discrete wingtip jets on a rectangular wing

and the generated flow field have been studied. Quantitative measure-

ments were made in a low speed wind tunnel. Surface pressure mea-

surements indicated significant improvements on the wing lift with the

discrete jets blowing. The jet blowing coefficient range. l, was in the

order of 0.001 to 0.01. It was observed that evn with such smiall jet

blowing, the entire wing circulation has been altered. The entire chord-

wise and the spanwise surface pressure distributions were perturbed by

the jet effect. This is attributed to the local flow interactions which

enhanced the total wing circulation. Detailed flow field observations of

interactions between the wingtip jets and the flow around the wingtii)

were made in a water tunnel. Higher jet coefficients in the water tunnlel

study were used for enhancement of the observations. Complex flow in-

teraction phenomena were observed with the jets blowing. Several types

of peculiarly behaving secondary and auxiliary vortices were observed.

Some vortices spun around axes perpendicular to the main tip vortex

core and were periodic. Other vortices observed rotating in opposite

sense with their axes nearly parallel to the tip vortex. Such secondary

vortices have significant influence on the tip wake flow. In general, the

wintg tip flow field was favorably affected by the discrete jets and sigujif-

icant dispersion of tl tip vortex was observed. Two analytical models

have been considered for the comparison with the wind tunnel data

and water tumiel observations. The present study indicates that the

wingtip jets, if applied properly. could be developed as a viable means

for improving and controlling the wingtip flow field.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

The tip region of a lifting wing contains a complex three-

dimensional viscous flow field resulted front unequal pressure distri-

butions on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing. The details of

the flow in the tip region can have a major effect on the performance

of a wing. This complicated flow at the tip region of a wing varies

significantly with the geometry of the wing tip. If the wing produces

lift but has zero circulation at the tips, vorticity must be shed. The

shed vorticity creates the trailing vortex system which is responsible

for downwash and induced drag.

Ever since it was recognized that the three-dimensional wing pro-

duced an induced drag, many efforts have been made to reduce the

induced drag and to increase the overall lift/drag ratio by properly

-modifying the wing configuration including its tips. It is astonishing

to learn that as early as 1897, a patent was issued to Lanchester for

installing a vertical plate at the wing tips (Reference 1). The search for

better means of reducing the induced drag has never ceased. Indeed it

has a long history, almost as long as the history of aviation itself.

Among numerous works done on this subject, a few significant, de-

cisive mnilestones were established by Munk (Reference 2) in 1921, Reid

(Reference 3) in 1925, Hemke (Reference 4) in 1927, Von Karman and

Burgers (Reference 5) in 1934, Mangler (References 6 and 7) in 1937

and 1939 of early theoretical methods, Reiba and Watson (Reference 8)

in 1950, Riley (Reference 9) in 1951, Clements (Reference 10) in 1955

all contributed in early experimental observations. Later, Weber (Ref-

-- 1-



erence 11) in 1956. Cone (Reference 12) in 1962, Lundry and Lissaman

(Reference 13) in 1968 all contributed in further developments of the

wing-tip end-plate theory.

In 1976, Whitcomb (Reference 14) summarized all of the end plate

ideas and proposed to install a sniall half-wing (called winglet) on the

wingtip in order to improve the local wingtip surface pressure distribu-

tions. This winglet modification of wingtip has proven to be effective

(Reference 15) if designed properly.

The end-plates as well as winglets are all fixed solid bodies which

lack flexibility suitable for the various phases of flight. To overcome

this inherent disadvantage, a new concept has been conceived to place

several small jets at the wingtip (Figure 1). If these jets produce a siu-

ilar favorable change in the flow field, it will have a definite advantage

over end-plate at the wingtips. The wingtip jets can be imllementcd

with sufficient flexibility and also can be turned on or off according to

various flight conditions. After the idea was conceived, a preliminary

experimental study was conducted using a basic wing model in a low

speed wind tunnel. The preliminary results have been published in

References 16 and 17.

After the publications of our preliminary results on the wind tunnel

experiments (Reference 16), we learned of the studies made by Lloyd

(Reference 18) and Carafoli and Cantarasescii (Reference 19). In both

of these studies massive spanwise jet blowing was us(d to increase the

apparent aspect ratio of a wing. The jet was blown from a single long

slit along the entire chord length at the wingtip of a low aspect ratio

wing-. This is in contrast to our idea of trying to utilize favorably the

... . . . . . . . ...-. .o..-
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Figure 1. Concept of Individually Controlled Discrete Uing Tip Jets
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local flow interactions. Consequently their jet coefficient was one to

two orders of magnitude higher than in the current experiments.

Recently Briggs and Schwind (Reference 20) investigated the use

of a wingtip jet sheet to reduce takeoff and landing distances of ad-

vanced fighter aircrafts. Again, their jets were relatively massive in

comparison to ours. They studied the effects of win- taper ratio and

the jet shape. Narrow jet slits were found less effective in increasing lift

at jet blowing coefficients C~ less than 0.1 than were thicker jets, wh(-re

jet thickness varied proportional to the wingtip) thickness. Higher Jet

coefficients of the thin jets were found to b~e iiiore effective thanl the

thicker onies. Our literatu-re survey indicated that the most snccessfil

wuiti-) jet blowing study was condullcted b~y Yuan and Bloom (l~f-I

erence 21.They mounted a circular tube extended in the spaliwise

direction from the trailing edge of the wing-tip. The jets were blown

(IAWwUW'Ar(. With relatively Sm1all jet blowing1 coefficien1t, they aChiecV('d

a remnarkabl e improvirnent on the wing, p)(rf(orir anc('. HoWeer. witholit

further dletail study to understand the flow phienomnma. they inimn1ledi-

ately tried to apply it to a larg-er aircraft's wing configuration. As a

consequence it did not obtain the expected result anid therefore, the

study was abandoned. A case of prematurely rushing a preliminary

research result into real configuration h~ardIware app l icat ions.

The (discrete wingtip jet concept originatedI as a mecans to provide

wing, tip flo)w hield control beyond what can be achieved by winglet type(

MIodificationls. This additional mieasure of control resuilts from two ill-

fluemices (iue2). First. the discrete jets can be independently Con-

trlled with rcespect to dire'ctionl and( aniIouflt of blowing. This iables

4
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(a) Schematic of Individually Controlled Jet and Flow Interaction

-. (b) Illustrated Flow Pattern and Entrained Vorticity from the
"ing Surface

Figure 2. Discrete Wingtip Jet Induced Flow Interactions and Coor
I
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each jet to be designed such that it creates the desired flow character-

istics in the region of the flow field where its influence is the strongest.

The second influence providing additional control is the proper utiliza-

tion of local flow interactions. The occurrence of the counter rotating

vortex pair is characteristic of a jet in cross flow. It was expected that

these vortices interacting with the wing tip flow field would produce

desired modifications resulting in improved performance of the whi

and reduction of the induced drag.

Our water tunnel flow visualization experiments have confirmed

that the discrete jets in the local wingtip cross flow could produce

many complicated auxiliary and secondary vortices. The production

of auxiliary vortices and their interaction with the main vortex system

can also be an effective measure in alleviating wake vorticity. The

secondary vortices draw a portion of their energy from the wingtip

vortex and consequently reduce its strength. This process also crv,'tes

more interaction in the wake region and thus hasten the decay of the

entire vorticity. These influences should be beneficial in decreasing the

downwash as well as in reducing the wake hazard.

The auxiliary vortices are important contributors to the acceler-

ated spreading of vorticity into the wake surroundings. This can be

shown directly by examining the Helmholtz equation for the time rate

of chang,' of vorticity. The (W. V) U', so called vortex stretching term.

in the Helmholtz equation is zero for two-dimensional flow, and thus

vortex spreading is simply a viscous diffusion process. This term is

nonzero when a component of vorticity is aligned with a velocity gradi-

ent. In the typical wake vortex the strongest component of the vorticity

S- G-
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vector, by far, is the z -direction component which is aligned with the

free stream. Unfortunately the velocity gradient in the z-direction is

quite small and (W. V) U' is still a weak contributor to vorticity spread-

ing. However, the contribution of this term is greatly increased by the

production of secondary vortices such as were seen in our prelininary

water tunnel experiments. These vortices were originally aligned with
ou

the radial direction and their contribution to the ( -V)7 term is w, ,"

auOf course - is typically quite large in the vortex, larger than the ye-

locity gradient in any direction. Thus, w- will greatly increase the

magnitude of (W" V)ti and consequently the rate at which vorticity is

spread. It is for these reasons that secondary vortices are considered

releva t in producing accelerated vortex decay and will alter the initial

formation of the tip vortex flow in the vicinity of the wing tip.

Finally. the discrete wingtip jet will generate considerable turbu-

lence in the wake roll up region. While not a flow control mechanism,

nevertheless, controlled disturbing flow is beneficial in accelerating vor-

tex decay downstream through either Crow instabilities or viscous dif-

fusion (Reference 22 and 23).

It is expected that discrete jets can also support a pressure dif-

ference in a similar manner to jet sheets at the wing tip. This would

* also result in reduced downwash and reduced induced drag due to the

effective increase in aspect ratio. Hopefully the discrete jets can be

optimized such that induced drag reductions, comparable to those slip-

* .plied by the jet sheet, can be achieved at lower jet coefficients.

In addition to conventional airplane wings, discrete wing tip jets

could also be applied on rotary wing aircraft. Alleviation of tip vortices

7-
'p
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is an important goal in that situation due to the vortex impingement

or blade-slap problemn.
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2. WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The principal measurements conducted in the wind tunnel exper-

iments were the surface pressure distributions on the wing. The force

and moment measurements were not successful due to the air supply

tubes interfering with the balance.

Description of Facility and Models

All of the wind tunnel experiments were performed in the Univer-

sity of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) low speed wind tunnel. This

facility is an open circuit, closed test section, continuous wind tunnel.

The test section measured 35.6 cm x 50.1 cm x 107 cm (14 in. x 20

in. x 42 in.) height, width and length respectively. The plexiglass

side-wall allows observation and photography of the model. The tun-

nel velocities range from 6.1 to 30.5m/sec (20 to 100 ft/sec). Pressure

measurements are made with I 1 psid transducers which are used with

two twenty-four port wafer switches. Data acquisition is managed by

a minicomputer specially designed for this purpose. Ahnost all of the

tests were performed at 20m/sec (65 ft/sec) tunnel speed, with unit

Reynolds number of 0.4 x 106.

The model used for these test was a NACA0012-64 airfoil with

18.00 cm chord length and 30.48 cm half span. The model was made

from many modular pieces so that access to the inside, for the pur-

pose of instrumentation as well as air supply to the wingtip jets, was

readily possible. Pressure ports were provided at four span stations.

There were niue pressure ports on the upper surface and seven ports

1:i -- 9
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on the lower surface for each row. The model was supported by a sting

through the tunnel side wall to a machinist turntable with the capacity

of continuous incident angles setting of 0' to 3600. A boundary layer

fence was installed between the model and tunnel wall to ensure local

two dimensional flow. Figure 3 shows the wind tunnel experimental set

up.

The model was equipped with interchangable tips and these tips

were designed to provide various combined blowing configurations. The

data presented here were taken with different wingtip jets shown in

Figure 4. Blowing air was supplied to the individual tip jets through

*0.64 cm diameter tubing and the flow rate was measured in each tube.

Total pressure in the air supply line was varied to obtain different jet

blowing rates.

Force and moment measurements were made using a small (1.27 cm

diameter) six component sthmg-balance. The model was mounted on the

balance with the sting passing through its maxinmum thickness location,

as shown in Figure 3. Individual air supply tubings were routed around

the sting through the model opening and connected to the tip jets.

The tubes were installed only when blowing was employed, otherwise

* they were removed. The force and moment measurements made with

wingtip jets blowing proved to include interferences caused by the air

supply tubiugs. This interference could not be isolated or resolved

* e- without redesigning the entire experimental arrangfement. However,

the baseline normal force measurements agjree(d with the value obtained

by the integration of pressure data.

* The maximum blockage of the model at r= 100 in the tunnel was

" 10 -
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Dimensions in centimeters

(a) Schematic of Sting Mounted Half-Wing Model

I

• (b) Pictorial View of Test Section

A

Figure 3. Experimental Set-up in the Wind Tunnel
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5.3% in this study. The presence of wind ttnel walls often introduce

tunnel interferences which does not exist in free flight testings. Dc-

pending on the model geometry and size in relation to the wind tunnel

test section, corrections can be applied to the wind tunnel data. Two

basic approaches for prediction of the tunnel interferences are: (1) the

-image and vortex lattice method: (2) measured wall pressure distribu-

tion. The first method has been used in this investigation. Following

Pope, corrections to the angle of incidence due to the tunnel wall effects

can be written as:

, Aa = 6 CL,57.3
(

where: 6 is the boundary correction factor, S is the wing area, C is the

tunnel cross section area, CL is the lift coefficient.

Wind Tunnel Results

In the absence of a fundamental theoretical understanding of the

wingtip jet flow field interactions, this experimental study was based

on a systematic parametric investigation. Baseline measurements (with

no wingtip jets) of pressures at three spanwise stations and force and

lnoments using the six component balance were carefully made to )e

used ws a reference for comparison with the data gathered with var-

ious wingtip blowing configurations. As noted earlier, force and moo-

nients measurements using the six comi)onent sting mounted balance

was found to have interference due to air supply tubings. This problem

could only be resolved by redesigning the experimental set-uI), which

was found to be excessive for the present study, however, will be consid-

-- 13 -
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ered in the design of future investigations. The measurements made by

the balance indicatcd, dne to tube interference, the net improvements

in lift and drag were not comparable with the integrated prcssure Inca-

sements. But the baseline measurements of the balance measured

normal force and the pressure data agreed well. Tberefore, pressure

measurements integrated over the model have been used to obtain wwr-

mal force coefficients with various jet blowing configurations.

The baseline pressure distribution indicated the variation in the
loading along the half-wing span as shown in Figure 5. Wingtil) blowing

produced increased lift over the entire model. A typical variation ill the

pressure distributions on the upper and lower surface of wing with and0

without jet blowing is shown in Figure G. For Some jet arrangement

110 improvment was observed, only certain confignrations of blowing

resulted in improved C, distribution. This implies that orientation

and location of the jets are important and critical. A careful study is a

imust before any attempt for the actual application, in order to achieve

the maximum benefit.

Overall Circulation Change with Jets

It is interesting to note that improvements in the pressure distri-

butiou is fundamentally different than that of the winglet. The winglet

application utilizes the principle of pressure superposition and its ef-

fect is very much localized. In contrast. pressure improvement over

the entire chorl as well as span were ol)servedI due to the discrete jet

blowing. In the present case a more global imlveiment was ,b)tain,,d.

This implies that the basic wing cir,'ldation and the 1bomil vortex were

14
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changed because of jet blowing. The normal force coefficier

the incidence angles for a few typical tip configurations is

Figure 7.

- e
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3. WATER TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

From the wind tunnel experiments, it appeared that the overall

circulation of the wing was significantly altered due to a small amoiuit

of jet blowing. Moreover, the location of jet appeared to be sensitive

in regards to the wing performance. The variation in flow field due

to jet blowing must be observed and understood. For this purpose.

qualitative observations of the flow field and the wingtip vortex rollup

with and without tip jets blowing were investigated in the water tunnel.

Tl flow visuali'ation study was to aid in the understanding of the flow

field perturbations due to the wingtip jet blowing.

Description of Facility and Model

The UTSI water tunnel is a closed circuit, continuous flow facility

especially designed for high quality flow visualization. The circuit of

the tunnel lies in a horizontal plane. The tinnel is iowered by a one

horsepower electric motor connected via a variable speed transmission

to a 25 cm diameter, twin-bladed propeller in the return leg of the tun-

nel circuit. The transmission permits continuous variation in propeller

rotational speed and continuous velocity variation from 2.5 cm/sec to

50 cm/sec (I ini/sec to 20 in/sec). The turbulence level in the test sc-

tion is lower than 0.1%. The test section is 30.5 cm high, 45.7 cm wide.

and 150 cm lon, (12 in. x 18 in. x 60 in.). All walls of the test section

Arc mde of plexiglass for versatility in observing anio1 photographin

the flow field.

The dye used was a mixture of alcohol, milk and commercial food

coloring. Care is taken to insure that a specific gravity of iuiity is

-21
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achieved. The dye injection system consists of a pressure driven dye

manifold that supplies dye to the model through 1.7mm (.067 in) diai-

eter vinyl tubes. dye could also be injected upstream or downstream

of the model through several moveable dye probes.

This wing model was also NACA 0012-64 airfoil section with sei-

span of 27.4 cm (10.75 in.) and chord of 16.2 cm (6.375 in.). This was

about nine-tenth scale of the wind tunnel model. One end of the wing

. was mounted to a shaft which extended through the side wall of the

water tunnel. Model angle of attack was controlled by this shaft and

measured by a geared coumter assembly exterior to the ttuinel. Wingtip

jet ports were located at the other end of the wing which was at 60%

of the width of the tunnel.

The geometry of the wingtip jet model used in the water tumnel

was similar to the wind tmnel model. Table I describes the details

of the wingtips used in the water tuninel investig,.tioii. These wingtip

models were (lesig-ned to test different wingtip jets effects on vortex

rollup and to assess the influence of jet induced interaction in the near

flow field about the wingtip. The jet ports were not contoured surfaces

1)ut simple openings machined through the tip into the water reservoir

on the interior of the wing.

A concern in this test was the interaction of the jet with the water

tunnel walls. To assess this problem, the method of Fern and Westou

(Ref,.rence 24) was used to compute the undisturl)ed )ath of the jet

cenwtrli,. For higher values of jet coefficient (( > 0.05) the undis-

turbect jet was predicted to strike the tunnel side wall within the test

section region. This was investigated experimentally by placing the

-22-
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wing at zero angle of attack and the dye in the jet itself to see if the

undlisturbed jet approached the side wall. At C1, = 0.05 the jet was

approximately 2 inches from the wall as it left the test section. It is

expected that this deviation from a prediction based on well established

data is attril)utable to wall interference. Indeed, for the extremely large

jet coefficients, outside the data range of the experiment (C, > 0.5),

wall interference was obviously present since the actual impingement

of the jet on the wall could be seen.

However, it is very important to note that these observations as

well as the theoretical prediction mentioned above arc for an undis-

*[I turbed jet. In particular. the influence of a strong vortex near the

origin of the jet and running parallel to its path was not included.

Observations in the water tunnel clearly showed that when the wing

a1,smnted a nonmero angle of attack and began producing lift, the jet

trajectory was invariably pulled back toward the wing and away from

the wall. Obviously the effect of the wing tip vortex was to greatly

reduce the potential for wall interference. Thus two criteria proved to

be important in minimizing wall interference: realistic jet coefficients

.(7 < 0.3) and the production of lift (especially for C, > 0.05). Within

* these limitations the influence of the wall is of negligible importance

. with respect to the interactions between wingtip jets and wingtip vortex

-.. in the present experiments.

0 Flow visualization was achieved by dye injection through several

small ports located at the tip of the wing and on the lower surface

of the wing. Water to the three jet ports was supplied from a water

line via three tubes. The flow rate in each tube was measured by a

24
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flowineter. Many various combinations of jvtq were investigated.
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4. WINGTIP JET INDUCED FLOW FIELD OBSERVATIONS

The wingtip wake flow was made visible, using dye injections from

small holes on the bottom surface of the model, at incidence angles of

0' to 120 in the water tunnel. The dye was introduced on the model

surface in the neighborhood of the wingtip and therefore the tightly

twisted tip vortex core region was made visible. The wingtip vortex

was extended far downstream with little or no diffusion. This vortex

cort, flow is shown in Figuire 8. With the wingtip) jets blowing, the

tip vortex core was dispersed significantly FiMre 9. Depending on the

jets blowing combinations and the amount of bl)owing', various deoree

of dispersion was reached. Maximum dispersion was usually obtained

with all three jets turned on (Figure 10).

The tip vortex core responded immediately to the jet blowing. Top

view of a time sequence of the jets trne(l on and then off is shown ill

Figure 11. Note the (lye trace from the moveable probe which was

place(1 about one-half inch away from the corner of trailing edge of

the win. was completely trapped and mixed with the diffused trail-

ilg vortex flow but separated iminediately from it as soonl as the ,etS

were turned off. This indicated that the jet blowing had a tendency of

diffusing the tip vortex flow.

This investigation was umdcrtaken to learn more details on the

physical process of the flow around the wingtip. Therefore, careful (,)-

servation of every pattern was necessary; both to identify its source

and its effects. In the water tunnel study, larger jet coefficients com-

pared to the wind tunnel study were use(d for better visuali/tation and

2G
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Figure 8. Persistent Wingtip Vortex Flow.

Iving Model 57

With Jet Blowing from Front Port
(Note the Secondary Vortices Rotating Perpendicular
To Free Stream)

Figure 9. Wake Flow Field with Jet Blowing.
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enhancement of the interactions observed. Many peculiar processes

were present and each were investigated in detail. The important ob-

servations on the unexpected phenomenon with some understanding of

their influence are elaborated on in the next sections.

Description of the Secondary Vortices

An unexpected result of the flow visualization tests was observation

of the production of many different types of secondary vortices in the

wake region. These vortices can be catagorized into three types and will

be explained in detail below. When the jets were blown from all three
ports. the induced turbulence was so strong that the observation of thc

above mentioned details became difficult. For better flow visualization.

jets were blown in a carefully controlled manner from each jet port.

1. Observation of "Spin-off Vortices'

Interesting, periodically spaced and fast spinning secondary vor-

tices were observed when mildly strong blowing from the front jet port

(port# 1) was present. These secondary vortices had the appearance

of a "cyclone" or a 'tornado' with their axes perpendicular to the tip

vortex flow and to the main flow (Figure 12). We call this type of

secondary vortices the "Spin-off Vortices". Two side views and a top

view of these spin-off vortices are shown in Figures 12-14.

In Figure 13, while turbulence was strong that most dyes (isap-

peared. three of these laminar vorticores are clearly shown while a

fourth is breakinig apart. These vortices were formed in the very com-

plex region of the flow at the tip near the trailing edge. Typically tley

- 30 -
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would emerge from the rolling up tip vortex as a loosely wrapped,

swirling dye str'ak rotating counterclockwise about the Y axis. Each

secondary vortex would then be stretched in the positive Y direction

and would gradually assume a tighter spiraling path as its rotational
speed increased. At a point outboard of the wing the secondary vortices

were deflected so that their path and rotational vector were aligned with

the Z axis. At about this same time the speed at which the tip of the

secondary vortex was moving would increase dramatically to a speed

that appeared to exceed free stream velocity. The dye marking the tip

of the vortex steadily developed a more pointed shape as the vortex

was stretched, and the rotational speed of this tip region continued to

increase until the strcakline abruptly stopped at a position as shown

in Figure 13. These vortices appeared to emerge from the rolling up

wing tip vortex, and because of their rapid spinning, they were called

*spin-off vortices".

A top view of the spin-off vortices is shown in Figure 14. This

photograph of the baseline model with front port blowing at Go = 0.21

shows one vortex just forming slightly ahead of the trailing edge and

three flfly developed and regularly spaced vortices.
Periodic spin-off vortices occurd only when moderate blowing

from the front jet port was used. Jet coefficients of approximately 0.IG

were most effective at producing distinct perio(dic secondary vortex

pattrnes. Secondary vortices were not associated with blowing from

* . the middle or aft jet ports.

A singular secondary vortex identical to the periodic ones was

often found to occur when front jet port was initiated. This vortex

0
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appeared at much lower jet coefficients but only as the initial jet surge

was emitted. No indication was ever seen that successive secondary

vortices were trying to develop in a periodic pattern. Cycling of the jet

valve was found to produce a succession of these singular vortices iII a

coIltr)lled )erio(lic I)attern.

The periodic secondary vortices were much more prominent for the

baseline model and model III than for other configurations. In partic-

ular, model II, with the modified jet sweep angles, produced secondary

vortices that were )oorly defined if even discernible. This was true

despite extensive searching for a combination of blowing coefficient,

dye port locations and angle of attack that would make the secondary

vortices visible.

The spin-off periodic vortices arc attributed to the unsteadiness

caused by the wake generated behind the front port jet. The osci~la-

tion of jet wake had periodic 'entrainment or 'sweeping* effect on the

vorticity generated on the wing surface. This results in spin-off vor-

tices perpendicular to the main flow. These vortices moved far away

from the main tip vortex core region into the free stream region al

are therefore a means of weakening the wake vortex.

Time sequence photos (Figure 15 a,b), where two pictures were

taken two seconds apart, indicate the development of a smaller spin-off

vortex in between the two larger spin-off vortices. The vorticity con-

tained in a smoke-ring-like local flow finally evolved into a fast spinning,,:

cyclone type vortex flow. Note that a new vortex ring appeared in ap-

)rflxiiaately the ;aic period at thw left side of Figure 15 1). Tlnd(,ibtly.

tlIAhe(, perioiic 1)pin-off vortices have a significant impact on the disper-
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(seconds later)

* Figure 15. Time Sequence of Development of Secondary "Spin-Off" Vortices.
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sion of the tip vortex.

If one carefully observes the Figure 14, it reveals also that the

wake flow has moved outboard significantly. This is corresponding to

the increase of apparent aspect ratio of the wing. Again, such a wake

flow would alter the overall circulation on the wing as a consequence.

2. Observation of Counter Rotating Vortex Pair

Two counter rotating vortices characteristic of a jet in a cross

flow were frequently seen during the water tunnel testing. Figure 16

shows a typical pair, this photo is taken for the single jet from the aft

port at a = 00. These jet vortices appeared immediately after the jet

left the orifice. When the jet was placed at positive angle of attack.

one of the jet vortices appeared to be stronger than the other. This

is attributed to nonuniform flow around the tip and therefore aroundi

each gcometrically skewed jet. Frequently, one of these vortices was

drafted into the wingtip vortex, near the .jet exit, and disappeared.

The stronger vortex (the other half of a pair, due to a skewed jet in

the cross flow) was lifted and gradually wrapped around the wingtip

vortex. A close-up view of flow field near jet port 2 and 3 is shown

in Figure 17. In this figure, the jets were blown only from the ports 2

and 3. The dye from the bottom surface of the wing has been captured

into the jet blown from the port 3 but, missed the jet from the port 2

in this typical photo. This phenomenon became visible only when the

dye was in the right location with respect to the jet.

Figlure 18 is a photo indicating this counter rotating vortex (op-

posite to the tip vortex rotational sense) interacting with the tip vor-

- 37 -



Model I
Aft Port Blowing
a 0*
C =.011

Figure 16. Top View of Counterrotating Vortex Pair By Jet(with a Symmetric Wing at at 00)
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tex flow at downstream. A violent nonlinear interaction was usually

observed

whenever these two coumter rotating vortices merged together. The

intermediate interactions, before the final merge, are shown in Figu'es

19-21. The gap between two vortices are increased slightly from Figures

19 to 21. The streak lines of the two vortices themselves as well as the

region of mutual interactions between the two vortices are visible.

From these observations, it was clear that the interaction between

vortices were nonlinear. The onset of tip vortex flow has becn sig-

nificantly altered by the presence of this counter rotating "auxiliary

vortex" due to the asymmetricity of a pair of vortices generated by the

jet! This gave us a hint to establish a theoretical model in computingp

the roll-up of tip vortex flow with presence of a pair of counter rtati,,"

vortex singularities. The development of theory as well as its result.

will be presented in the analysis section later.

As mentioned earlier, if the dye location was proper such that

the dye could be trapped into the jet blown from the port 2 and 3.

two distinguished auxiliary vortices were visible. Both vortices were

rotating in the opposite sense to the tip vortex flow. This is shown in

the Figures 22-23. In -eneral, this type of counter-rotating and nearly

parallel to the free stream "auxiliary vortex" was observed when the jet

was blown from the aft ports (i.e., port 2 or 3). When jets were blowit

from all three ports the turbulent mixing became so strong that the

flow field appeared very smoky, and only random and broken lamiJ.Lr

streak line segments were observable (Fipre 24).
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3. Entrained Secondary Vortices

A different type of periodic vortices was observed while testing

model IV, with the aft port blowing the vertical jet slit model. These

were characterized by vortices bound at one end to the wing tip vortex

and the other end to the jet vortex (Figure 25). These secondary

vortices would stretch as the jet vortex and tip vortex traveled apart

. due to the relatively heavy blowing. Since photographs of this event did

not show the details, Figure 26 shows the observed structure illustrated.

There was an increase in mixing due to the presence of these vor-

tices. The dye was entrained from the wingtip vortex into the en-

trained vortices, and thus we called these "Entrained Secondary Vor-

6 tices." These observations were not made with any other model.

Other Observations and Comments

All of the secondary vortices draw a portion of their energy from

the wingtip vortex and convequently reduce its strength. This process

also creates more mixing in the wake region and thus hasten the decay of

the entire vorticity. This is a major technique in generating dispersion

of the wingtip vorticity in the wake.

Jet blowing produced two signtificant and distinct effects on the

l)cation where the wingtip -vortex originated and its subsequent tra-

* .i,:Jectory. Wind tunnel measurements showed that discrete wingtip Jets

.mn(ulr cortain conditions increased the lift. This improvement is ,'x-
pec ted to Irovi - re(ution in induced (rag. Therefore, ti( j(t (.irecit.

(ould be compared to a physical extension of the wing or an effective

increase in the wing aspect ratio. We call this ain "apparent asi)(ct"

ratiW increase (See for example Figure 14). It will b e shown later in t1.

4
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Entrained Vortices
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Figure 26. Structure of the Entrained Vortices.
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tip vortex roll-up analysis section that the vortex singularities placed

at the wingtip could effectively move the wake flow outboard. Thus. it

is also equivalent in increasing the wing apparent aspect ratio.

It was observed that jet blowing did shift the wingtip vortex out-

board even with very small amounts of jet blowing. Figure 27 a,b com-

pares the vortex position as a function of jet coefficient for the baseline

model at a = 120 with the middle and aft port blowing. With , = 0.0

(no blowing), the wingtip vortex rolls up over the wingtip and moves

inboard as shown. With small blowing, C,, = 0.006, the vortex was

shifted outboard noticeably, and the vortex core was actually formed

at a point beyond the wingtip. For larger amounts of jet blowing there

were more dramatic changes present as evidenced in Figure 14.

A significant change in the vortex trajectory with respect to its

path in the vertical plane was also observed. The main wingtip vor-

tex was lifted up for almost all the blowing configurations (Figure 28).

Unlike the outboard shift in the horizontal plane, this result was not

expected. Initially this was thought to be possibly due to the dye buoy-

ancy. On-line testing showed the dye to be neutrally buoyant, and tests

at negative incidence angles confirmed that observation. The upward

shift in the vortex trajectory was evidence of increase in the circulation6

that indicated a substantial improvement in the wing performance.

The aft jet port was somewhat more effective than the others in

causing the wake vortex to be shifted upwards. Figure 29 shows model

III with the rear jet blowing at a jet coefficient of 0.071. This is the

wingtip that has the rear jet port at a positive dihedral angle, and the

dc-ree of upward motion may be infilenced by the dihedral. However,

. -o.. . ... . °* . .7 .
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Figure 27. Lateral Vortex Displacemient
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Figure 28. Upward Trend of Wake Due to Jet Blowing.
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7,

other con figur at ions with no dihedral showed vortex upward movellenit

equally as larg-e. Figure 30 illustrates this for the baseliiie confimiratiOnl

with rear jet blowing at C1, = 0.050. This b)aselin~e miodel shiowed that

when aft port blowing was used the upward shift of the vortex increased

steadily with Jet coefficient C,4. However, the greatest chan("es were

Seen at jet coefficients of 0.010 and lower. Increases beyond (4 = 0.010)
canse Vrysall changes in thc trajectory.

Observations Onl Distributed Jlets

A comparison of using equal amounts, of mass flow of Jets but

distributed more toward the front ports and towards5 the aft, ports is

slhowni in F7iure 31 a,b). It canl be Seen that (p1 ite different flow helds

were observed. Distributed jet blowing also was effective in causing

upwardI movement of the wake vortex. Figure 32 shows the vortex

traIJectory for mlodel III with jet coefficients of 0.011. 0.011. and 0.003

rpectively front to rear. The upwash was quite strong despite the fact

that aft port blowing was light. However, distributed blowing patterns

did not appear to be aseffective as aft port blowing alone for equal

coI111inled jet coefficients.

The shift in vortex trajectory, and particularly the ob)servation that

the vortex reinains elevated throughout the olbservable wake, inidicat es

agaili tha~t th( et ittay beW altering thec wing clownwaish. This apparenit
..ilpwa-i.'n seen in the wake should like wise influece the, flow field alic;t~l

4f the wing. It was d'ifficult to melasuire the dowiiwash distribluti

bl~ei~id the wing, ini the present experiments. However, the analytical

result iiiclicates that the uplift of tip) vortex wouldl result iii reductionl

of the dowiiwasli. This p~oint will be elab~oratedl oil later.
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I' j Model IIIIDistributed Blowing
=120

C .025, .003, .003

a. Blowing Concentrated Toward the Front

'Model III
PDistributed 

Blowing 
,g

=l .003, .003, .025

0

b. Blowing Concentrated Toward the Rear

* Figure 31. Comparison of Blowing Distributions
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On Wake Vortex Alleviation

The forward sweep of the front blowing port produced more- intense
mixing than did blowing from the other ports. The increased mix-

ing could possibly cause one to miss seeing the rotational motion that

was present. However, detailed observations of a great many vortex

patterns repeatedly showed that distributed blowing which was more

concentrated toward the front produced the greatest vortex dispersion.

The relationship between the wake disperison and the circulation is

unclear at present. and needs to be studied further.

While the degree of observed vortex dispersion is the best measure

of the wake vortex alleviation in this type of testing, that criteria is

* still a subjective one, and it is very diffieult to jud-e the conlitions

at far downstream. Intense mixing may lessen the observed rotational

structure by replacing a strong laminar vortex with an ecqually strong;

but uLndetected turimlent vortex. Secondary vortices of various types

may also trigger the Crow instability (Refercnce 22) and other non-

line I multti-vortices interaction instabilities which would cause ('ally

,estruction of the wake vortices in the far field. These are unknown

factors with reard to the wake vortex alleviation, esp(cially in regards

to the induced rolling moment to a craft which is behind in -a wake flow

-generated 1)y a larger airplane. Obviously further study is needed a.

far as the wake vortex hazard is concerned.
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5. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONS

By observing Figure 2 and from the subsequent discuissin it can

be realized that the flow, field generated by discretely placedI jets blow-

ing ;"t the wingi D11p. is very compIlieatedl. Ind(eed, it was nlot readily

attackable analytically without fu-rther und(l(rstalldiing the pliy-sic Ill-

VOlve(1. Neverthecless,, in order to ob)tain some trenids of the parameiters

Inlvolvedl which miay gide the direction of fuiture investigationls, a slilii

pie. three-dim eiisiomal vortex l-attice methlod (Reference 10 and 25) was

dlevelop~ed and aiialy',ed.

4 Idealivzed Model for Analysis

In reality. tlhe discrete jet placed1 at the wing tip is equivalent to

at skewedI jet in a iioununfornj. cross flow. Nevertheless, for tin 'sake of

comnlutatiloll. it is at lii'"hly idealized case 1)y treating the prolem of

a1.n 1iidividlii wing tip jet as a turbulent symmet ric jet stream injected

llit() a1 uniforii. (1055110lw st ream. It has I ecii reported in num~lerouls

observatious (eg.References 26-31). that inl genecral the jet Sprears,

deformns. deflects andI formis a pair of counter rot atingr vor-tiCcs after

1(.;viii, the exit. Iii turn, the jet ixiterferce- with thec crosslow to (Teat e

l(( lockae ei ttraffuice uind wake efiCc t ;is well. Eveni though"l VX-

t el sive 5 tii s hiave 1)eell nllad(' on a symm IiL I J I jtiacrsflow. ill e

1ge ii rall Il-rdicti( TI of flow fieIl is not conlipiet ely satisfactory. Most of

1 Ic toie. S oui me 1111) c ism -ts re stil 1 ic )rl(' ll Uic th olut loll. Sill",

f11' malin e(lCIl Ill 0111 C'n oiii ease wa fitlic jct ef 1 nit thec ('flee(t of Jct

('11 tHec win:-'., we chiose the Silii lest W;V t~') resen'clt tli jet With all

i4j)J)L'(X1Il1katr li("lci byv 1'Rill'' the( v 'clc 1;1Xc L1t i (!tio)(1.



A wing can be represented by a surface network of horse!

( tices whose bound vortices coinlcide with constant percent ch

along the wing surface. The free portions- of vortices aft of th,

('(Ige are assumed to he p~arallel to the local flow. For slimIl

mraini wing wake and1 the tip) vortex effects are IL'nore(1 for the

ing,. The jet b~lowing from the tip) is represented by a curvec-

a vortex tube. Following- the Monical approach [Ref. 30], tbi

4 assumned to have a square cross section with area equal to th

the jet exit (i.e., jet port). The last segment of jet is assuin

flarcd by cousir-lering the jet entrainmient effect. The angle

is determined based on the available emp~irical equations pro]

Monica!. The Jet is then representable b~y a flared "jet effin

This Jet tube is composed of a surface vortex network with ti

lines as the lateral edges. The vortex nectwork is then attach(

tip of the main wing as schemnat ically illustrated in Figure

constitutes the present model for the analysis.

Margason [Reference 31] has suinwmariz(1 lprevious stu(Iies

posed an emp~irical equation to represenlt the jet centerline tr

Now. by combining the Monical's jet effiux tube with Margas

* *jeetory and adapted into a specific geometrical manner at the

as1 Shown in Figure 34, the Jet effliux tub~e centerline trajector,

dles(rilbed. Thuc Jet efflux velocity vector has acombined a

X-axis and with Y. Z axes as shown. Let x . I . be the loc

siali coo(rdmte parallel to the main wing ( odullates x, y, Z.:

Injected with all amgi j with respect to rl and wiflh a( dihedi

V.) with respect to ?/j . The shadedl plane as Ihownl ill Figulre 34

G1
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(a) Vortex Lattices Representation of
Wing With Jet Efflux Tube Attached.

.4.

/Boundary Condition

I \ \x

- Flared End Induces
~- flow through

i Itube by continuity

(b) Jet Efflux Tube Modeling

Fiqure 33. Schematic of Analytical Model.
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the "jet plane" formed with x, and vi. The new cartesian coordinates

( ~ '. y', z' can be formed which contain the jet plane. z' is a trac f h

jet plane intersect with (zl, yi) plane. y' coordlinate is p~erpendicular

to the *Jet Iplaue. hI otheri words. the new coordinates x' . y', z' is forliiul

by tilting a plane with 'O angle fromn y, axi.s andI meantime contains, the

Vj vector which mnakes 6j angle with respect to :r1 axis (see Figuire 34).

Under this consideration, the cenlterline of jet call be described by thec

followimig equation. i.e.,

(I 4(vj/V,,)2sin j(z/)-(zd)ctS

where x', z' are the jet p~lanle coordinates with the origin coincides with

jet. p~ort center. (I is the equivalent jet (liamieter. vj is the jet efflumx

veIlocity anid V,,, is 01e free strevaiii Velocity. (5j is Ilie J't injection aii:e

Withl respect to the XJ axis ilieasimred in thei *Jet plane. This (equlationi i'l

aIpple~l for cases of vj/V,, greatcr than one,.

Proceduire for Solution

Set-up1 of the vortex lattice methodl for this inodel is treated( in

a sliml ar iflannler as the jet winig c'ase [Reference 25]. The Laplace

* equation is autoumatically satisfied in treating~ this kind of singularity

dlist ributions. The control lpoint for ea-ch panel of the main wing, is

located-at three quarters of each local chord with individual elementary

liors 'shov vort iceg' shiedd(ing froii each SWIMiiac element. The cc nti r d

jpoiits for vortex e'fflux tube)( are Iplacc(l ui the( ceniter of each elemntsih o)f

lie network as shownm in Figure, 33. The fl-aredi end iniduces flow thr( l'ig

th~e tlilbe lby col-t iuuity considerat 1011. Thi(' lw01ividary conditioiis (m1 t he
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N' wing and on the vortex efux tube are that the normal velocity at every

control point is equal zero. The Kutta condition at the trailing edge of

the wing is satisfied by selecting the position of each control point as

described.

With these arrangements, the problem is now reduced to solve

the linear eqjuations of N + 4M unknown vortex strengths where N is

the number of elements on the wing surface and M is the number of

elements on each side of vortex tube. These are solved by the Gauss-

Seidel iteration scheme. Knowing the vortex strength for each element,

the aerodynamic coefficients are calculated by proper integrations.

Discussion on Analytical Results

The analytical model as described above, can treat only one single

jet port blowing. Typical results with jet blowing from port I and from

port II of tip configuration I are shown in Figure 35. In this figure,

the spanwise local normal force coefficients are plotted for with- and-

without jet blowing cases. In view of the simplified analytical model.

the comparison with measurements are encouraginig. The chordwise

local loadings are compared in Figure 36. Except at a station very close

to the wingtip. the agreements between the measured and computed

results are very good. The integrated normal force coefficients with

res)ct to the wing angle of attack are given in Figure 37. In view of

wide variations in the jet angles, 6j and V), and different locations ot'
jets, the agreement between the theory and data are again satisfactory.

*. Based on the present analytical model, several parametric varia-

tions were computed. It revealed that our I)r('sent set up has not
6K- 65.
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Experiments

W1i thout Blowing
Blowing Port I, Tip I
Blowing Port II, Tip I

Theory
A Without Blowing
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o Blowing Port I, Tip I
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Figure 35. Comparison of Computed Results
vs Measurements.
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Span Station Theory Data
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Figure 36. Comparison of Theory vs Measure-
ments on Chordwise Sectional
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reached the maximum potential of improvement on wing performance

by the jet blowing. This neecds to beC further investigated bo0th experi-

mentally and analytically.
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6. WAKE VORTEX ROLLUP CALCULATIONS

The vortex trajectory behind the flow field around the wingtip with

discrete jets blowing has been computed using a simple mathematical

model of wake vortex rollup including some discrete jet effects. The

nomenclature and orientation of vortices are illustrated in Fiure 38.

The model uised is a very idealized case. It is two (limensional. inviscid

and accounts for jet influence solely l)y the inclusion of the counter

rotating jet vortices (Figure 39). Even though this model appears to be

simple, the results are in fumdamental agreement with the conclusions

drawn from the water tunnel study. The detail description on the

* computations and the model is given in (Reference 32).

The program used in this calculation was a modified version of a

program presented by Chow (Reference 33). One imlprovement to the

wing vortex model developed by Chow was in the original locations of

the discrete vortices. The vortex sheet is divided into a number of span-

wise intervals, and in the original program a discrete vortex with the

total strength of the sheet over that interval is located at the center of

the interval. Since the sheet strength y(y) is not constant, the vortices

within an interval would induce a velocity at the center of the interval.

This self-induced velocity was neglected by Chow, but he pointed out

that more realistic results could be attaincd 1,y placing the discrete vor-

tex at the point in the interval where the self induce , velocity should

be zero. This was done and helped to delay the occurrence of chaotic

miotion which Chow found in the tip region at large T(T = tI'o/2 ra 2 ,

where r 0 is the circulation in the plane of symmetry of an elliptically

,6 69-
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loaded wing). However, even better results were obtained hy originally

C placing the vortices at the centroid of vorticity over the interval they

represent as had b~een done by Moore (Reference 34) and by Clements

and Maull (Reference 35). Consequently, this imethod was used in all

calculations. The major imp~rovemenlt to the( pro~gramn was the in(or--

p orationi of Moore's criteria for the merging of vortices in the wing tip

sijral. This modification completely p~revenlted chiaotic motion in the

tip reg-ion. Other inmprovemnents, includedI thje use of diouble precisioD

arithmnetic and anl option to disc retize the syst em with vortices of equal

strength as opposed to intervals of equal spacing that containedl vor-

tices; of variable strengths. The Jprogramn was rni with 110 (iscrete jet

influenc es and chiecked almost identically with Moore's results.

The goal of this compiIut ational investigation was to better under-

a st and~ the effect of the discrete jets andl to verify Hlow patterns seenl III

the water tuninel.

Jet Vortices Near theWingtip

The dominant influence oif the wing tip jets. especially outsidle the

immedliate vicinity of the etprot. is the set of (c(unter rotating vortices

which are produicedi (e.g-.Jet in cross Hlow. Referentces 36-38). To iiiodlel

this influence a pair of two-dimensional coutiter rot atingI vortices was'
0

plaed utbard of each wing tip) with a dlistance of AY and AZ away

from the wing- as shown in Figuire 39. The strength of these vortices

0 varied accordiiig to the daita lpreseut(l by Kraiischec. Feari and \Vcstoii

(Rcferenc(' 38) for ;t Jet ejcigat 90 (le-rees to t li freest ream. c

VNI(I'as linst reiig--t i due to diffulsionl were imciii (ledI III the 1( lath ilimofI ('1 111

the two IOv(l5s of 1 1(,wingf for which dlal was Rvial V.//V/Oo, - -
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4 and 8 were both used. These jet velocity ratios equate to very r'a-

sonable jet coefficients. For single port blowing from the water tunnel

model, velocity ratios of 4 and 8 give jet coefficients of CU = 0.012 and

0.047. These jet coefficients represent moderate blowing in the water

. tunnel. No attempt was made to simulate multiple port blowing in this

two-dimensional model.

The output of the program was the change in the rollup of the

I wing vortices due to the effects of the jet vortices. However, the .jt

vortices also moved due to the influence of each other and the win,.,g

vortex system. Their trajectories were output and proved to be very

useful in analyzing the results.

Figre 40 is a comparison of the wak, vortex rollp pattern at

T = 0.15 (a baseline time. corresponding to approximately 5 chord

I length behind the wing) with And without a pair of vortices placed at

AY = 0.05 and AZ = 0.10. Jet vortices are originally located at the

baseline position. As can be seen. the vortex sheet of the wing with no

t* .jet influences has rolled up into the nice spiral found in earlier work.

l Onthe other hand, the wing with the jet vortices inchled h,s rolled

up into a spiral that is less well defined with unven spacing between

* vortices in the tip region. This lack of definition is due to ulunerims

vortices being, combined in the tip region according to Moorc's criteria.

Despite the lack of detail for the second spirad. several key reslts are

* immediately obvious in this plot (Figure 40). First, tle *jet has caused

the vortex core to be shifted upwards significaiitly. Comparin, the last

vortex in each line shows that the up-shift caulsed by the jet is -reater

* ql than 20 percent of the wing semispan. This is a very sizable

73
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shift and agrees favorably with the similar shift seeninevr

water tunnel tests. Second, one sees that the interior vortices

wing vortex system with jet effects included have riot mLoved(I (

mluch as those iii the basic wing, (a reduction inl the downwash

e-vident). Third, the wake vortex roll-npl is signifficantly redlli

the p~resence' of a pair of vort ices by the jet. Following Moore (1b

33). the rolled upl portion of the sheet is defined as the part I

the cen~ter of the spiral aiidI the point where the tangent is last

to the z axis. Performing this comp~arison onle finds that the tip1

for the basic wing contalins 71.4% of thie total vorticity on the se

while the vortex for the wing with jets contains only 57.7% of t]

vorticity (a clear redluction li the tip vortex streiigtfli). Fourth ti

flow is extended approxintately 8% lbeyon(1 tli extent of span

('VIAleitce of ilcesn t a)~rn setrtio". All of these

agree with thec Water tuiiel olbserVatlolls.

Figure 41 is a p)lot of the same (data seen inl Fi cure 40. 1

trajectory of the C )iiterrotat iv vortex pair has beeti adder:

uipper vortex which rotates simrilar to the wigVortex systeml b)

(,Iit'l aI-1ed Inl thlolli 111) Vo rtex sheet and would probably niot

s ,i.sep-)trat e HoA w structure Ii the water' tunlnel. The lo)w('r-

whti.1 4 rotate(' opposite to all the o-thers*' vortics, rot ates aroir

syst ciii exactly aI. Was seenl illn many water- t unnel observat I OIis

port jet lblowilg!. This cone o t~vre sVero kl y thI

WXiii ary Vo rtex cx l see .a1(1 AIll! s us inI rll( watcl (i-t1111711( obh vn

Thei lack (d dectail oni th lled qi vortex ais showni ill Fig-

aIl 4d.1 1.s typilcal o)f those'( c'ase,~ whelre 1lc jet callse(l Sigilifialit
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shift and/or substantial reduction in rolled upl vortex strength ti 1hos

cases where the~ Jet vortices wereC less e'ffec tive the resulting roll upl was

defilie( much better. For examp~le. Figure 42 Compares the b~asic wing~i

roll up with the roll upl for let vortices- Initially at DY 0.~and~ DZ

0.10. Both vortex sheets formi a very nIII-( spiral. and the r( re of the

jet mdifid votex~ s elevat-ed much les, th-an was seen 111 Figur( V)1.

The strength 6f the jet modilficed vortex is 6l4.2% of the total x'oiticity

for this civse. The dterline inl Jet effect i~clcss I" bwI~ to the Jet vortices,

011Y. 1gilaly 111 l ocated furt her outboard thian was usedl earlier.

As wouIld 1)( (expu.t('( the (1 cre-a.se ill clowulWash achicvC~i by Olhe

jets c all bC e liiiMC( biiedy IIc reas Wi:o ly II y i l C( I1hT ter tfV_ ICk-

meit of v irtices which rotates, o)pJoslt(i 4 io fie( Wiing system. Figure 43

polits this ouw very (Iranat ically. The Jet vortex which rotates siii-

I alyto i c V il'~votex sy stem inhs beeii elimniin ated (-a limiit ini ram,)

aqifl the, Jowuwash-4 as i('se1 by Ohe tra;Ivel of vrict's ncar. the iiaic

() sylillmetriy is Igreatly redllc( I. TIils 4 )wIw ash rcdInctiou idI d h)e

I eiiifii Iid t( tle WVil, a( 1')" yIii i(* l)1Ilove. III Pll'. wild and wa-

t~1 111(1(XI4eillns.1 p4~ I .jQttii A kCe(l. with rep'ctI

thle kcal cr45 w. Tlinii. inl re(:Ility. t lie (eiIlielitaI resullts- shodd

lie ii b)('tWeelI III, case )l :L 5VN']1 mw" li. Pi );i!r Oi Vo)~l't('C5 :1nd( the 1li111 iWI

i f C,] V tie cold 1(It 'ati '1o)wc;) V, ,,12cX as explailiiu Ji)ovc. In

liractic. therel- ar'' a few tl('liillle. to 0 4l11lick( the ('4iilitrolttAiiig' jvt

vo)rtcx by icludill! tri-I'i-11:1I. ()tf~(i ii ILyI II1lictri( Jet port" aill(1 (,I.

illiposedl iot at 1011 0i1 the Jet Hlid Jpri to(C(j'Ctin

EIIOct () .Jct Vlrtex IlIitiluI A l

-~ 77
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The initial location of the counterrotating vortex pair strongly

C affects their trajiectory and interaction with the wing tip vortex. As sceli

earlier, an extreme outboardi location (DY = 0.15) cames the vre

pair to rotate around the tip vortex but to be too far removed fromi it

to be effective. This was also seen in the water tunnel experiments.

Other irifluences of location were also found to occur. Figuires 44

and 45 summarize the influence of initial Jet vortex position on the

si reiigth of the rolled up portion of the wing,, t 1 vortex. Also shown ill

the rolled up vortex strength for no( jet l)lowiing,. One immediate ob~ser-

vat ion is that the jet vortices have a favorable influence on alleviating

0 the rolled up strength wherever they originate. This was almost Tim-

versally true: only Somec locations where the coniterrotating,, vort)ices1

were inbhoard of the tip (an unrealistic situation) showed nlo incr('ase in

S Willg tip vortex strength.

The op~timum position. however, for the counterrot ating vortices

to originiate is near the selected baseline conditions (DY ==0.05. DZ

0.10). AdditionaLlly, the rolled up1 streil gth is apparently mtore senlsi t we

to the vortical spacinlg be(tween,1 the vofl ices ( DZ) than it is t(, lii

dlistancee of the vortices from the wing tip. Thi:; is especially t ril ;1,

*the comiterro at ing1 vortices closely appro-ach eachl othier. The r(ais( '11

for this cran be seen iM Figure 46 where DY =0.05 andl DZ 7-0.025.

In tis ase the influence of each vorte(x in I lie colunterrot tin paI)ir

* is concentrated on the other member. Thm.s thle pair moVes toLY1irh

very raLpidlly 011t of the roll upl reg,,ionl completely. At some p~oinit they

(LI)I)oach ("tcl other so closel(-y that they cr l Iss athis p)oint the J1iO(Iel

* ~Woid I v b invanlid since viscous efh ccs woul 11 1 ('C()e very iiiII)oit ailt as,
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well as the nonlinear vortex interactions. This two-dimensional calcula-

tioni probably ovvrJpredirts the movement of the vi rtice,; withi respect to

the three-dimensional case. In the real flow field, the momentum of the

((osHow would exert a strong influence onl the jet vortex I rajectorICs

and probably prevent, or at lest retardA, this type of pairedi driffinig.

Yet, the model does point out the imp~ortance of interacting the jet

vortices with the wing vortex system rather than with each other.

The initial1 position Of the jet vor-tices also lias a significant impact

on the amount of stretching that is done onl the winl, vortex shieet.

If DY is; smiall and DZ is also small, but ibove the level where the

* paired influenices dominate. this stretcig cani be quite large. Fi'-Iiv

47 ompares the initial roll uip of the basic wing,, wit I that of* a jet

eqpLped wing with file initial jet vortices at DZ 0.025 "and DY

0.025. at T 0.005. The basic wilig vortex hias already rolled iii ii

lie first sp Iral while thle Jet equipped wlingtrt eI.x is still stireching110.

'his indicaites thme sigmifihanlC( of jet singularities at eaLrly stgsof tbe

wake vortex dlevelopmnt.

It isalso interesting to note that the Jet vortices in Figure 471) did

not pair off and move )iit of the ii upJ reg1 o (,veil though they were

*a-' close Originally as thlose showii iii Fig-ure 4G. Obviously the positOin

With respect too fthe wing ti1) is also importalit in Controlling the (h'gr('('

of ititsractimi betweeni the jet vort ices aridl the will, tip) vortex

* ~Thev imflJortailre of initial *Jet Vortex poiinis clear, but contfrol-

hugl time inlitial 1)0.1i~i irnist be poss5ible in order to rake advan-ti'ge

I* time lessons learnedc~. Somue r mrIof frrajec t ry was noted in thle

* explerimential p~art of thils investigation, ~Imt no control of tile vertical
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spacing, DZ, was either attempted or- observed. Fortunately, the dlata of

Krausche Fearii and Weston (Reference 38) show that vertical sjpaciiig,

iuiction of jet injection angle. This influnence shouldI be ctniee

in the deIn of future jet ports.

Effect of Jlet Vortex Strcn1t1-i

The effect of increasing jet vortex strength is to increase the ele-

v ation of the vortex core and to decrease the strength of thle rolledl 111

4wiin, ; tip vortex. Figuires- 44 and 4') presenitedI the rolled up strength foir

ject vorticecs withi a jet velocity ratio, R V 3/V, = 8, anld located at

the kaseline p)ositionl. The steitiwas 52.6% ' from the st reigtlt of the

*total vorticIty which is a reduction of 2G.3% from-ii the streng-th of rlic

110 J(trol(I l ) vortex. Higher jet, vortex StreligtIil also ma,-gnifies the(

sztrctchiing of the wing vortex shieet whichi was described previously.



7. CONCLUSIO-NS.

BasedI on a totally flew (ce en f discrete 1)lowiflg 'ets fromn thec

will" tip, we hlaVc obtainedl s;iglihcwt resiih ls as ontlinled below:

1. Witil relatively low Jet C7~ 0.()) 1 0. .II si-g1ihealt cijailge .1

1 lie pressure dhst nibl u m oii 1)01 11 the lipper andA the lower wiu'

su1rfaces wereI. obs('1v('~ TI Lil ctiee1 Wa-S Iiol a local i/eli !dw

i1fleLo)ii kut it r('uutel 41, Lb T;I UA:jl iieice This resitf si i-

.Ic ( I th e total v't erii ihad heui alterod (111cF ni all am (mt f 4jet bl1)1 IiitlWlII th wndm ic) expciWri i'1lt TI I

IW;I! (IVI(1('Iice IInI the pre-si11 II (ata b Ifs 1)0th1 Ini the c('10rIW I

ic'~ sJ.tl('rIctionls. [Plie [eiit it liWific apu1io iJ4 :11 wli

fieldl had ", iniitficaiir (1".1t)' f'iii will, louahiiig'.

2. T'iee, c((ii litciy (iffer('it ;1illi1 ilitlcp('Ivi(Jiit typues 0i1 srcE)IId;II-

vE(It 1(18 %*I'(, Wel'iiratcd( with i iI )Jet H~luw "i Ol te WLleI. tut-

itel flo w ViSul ati I xj 4imnits . Tlhloy are:(

Peiod ic~. i )(rpl)il(hI(.' ijil to t)Ihe in 11i ii How S -ofvorti (C

whliCh rxtcfl(led i i,;' (li 1c, flow rcgI4)i I. The p

(110PIti~ of this typ e e nivv(,rt ices is, itri1bu,,41 tI

(ii ) ( 4 41111te-rot at in,'. ixiav\ iie were uceanly pirlel r(E

t'I p Iml I II flo)w, I id 1-, It cr: ('(i c d I I'I~v w It Ii thf I j r lo jII, 4Ipv)-

flo)W. The( s((''lidaryI VOIXid 411, IYI( 1:s tye sttrioliteh ti) III(.

.kWe jer IIl I II 4w.



(III Pei-die , "Enitrained von ces connoed the jI Vortexad

£ the wingtil) vortex. Thc:e, w(e munch weaker secondary vor-

tices attributed to the entrainment effect by the jet.

3. Two analytit-al molOl 1 wtik- (ieveli )( ti (0111 )h' the H wi~ heldl

aroiuid the Will -tip and( to p~it i Iil' lacIn -nl I h APYI-

I pjt.R')asOnable a-2r(e11icilt Withi the cXlperimlental olbser'ati( us

As a consup(Iience of the above 'omliled phenomena. the rip wake

Hlow wa's mI()v(l olitl)oard andl nT)w;Lr-(l, thle wAke v( rtcx was signi ficaitly

dist'sed al i('alil~ine. its totLl (ir1:it;'Li Uize asevl . The 'inereise4k

in tile -apparen-t asjpect ratio- (bie to jet was evi1(cnt ;il(1 la':2. '11l(

1TCI'e(L( circulat ion oin the wake flow wats re'sponsible for' heI winl'

pertoritlinee inljproveinnclt.

TPo t 1w 1 wst of MIT- knowled, ''y' no lit er atme hi a reported simn ilar

Hndii~s..luere r'c' We support the not ion that Jpynjesdcreel

"L '11c Iii'; jui nded a nlovel andI vcry (reIiaidea toward uil1'

li/Il' lWt1iii?(me i11 11W fiel+1 the, II( ifitI1 )1')V(11lit of ov(1'iil win''"

1 ~crfirm;aiiee. Furtlier detaLi l Av is: imieli ilee(jed t f In'1lment tLi y

uii'lestivlI liu )uliJplircut(A tl1( hfleL-tlLL initeract Il 1py 'l(w ticl i.

ii r Ij1iwrty lsi' ie. tue' 1lisecret c~uu w yn I )p 1re III'(' to he a v1:11, c

te h1111 o il,, eIri'i~
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